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When training and education provider
Schouten & Nelissen (S&N) wanted
to expand its offerings, improve
customer service, and reduce costs,
it decided to implement an SAP®
Business All-in-One solution to consolidate its business processes. By
gaining a single integrated view of
all customer transactions, S&N was
able to achieve greater customer
intimacy and increased customer
satisfaction, leading to greater
profitability.

Key Challenges
• Link customers and trainees with trainers
and training facilities
• Improve service quality and customer
intimacy
• Improve efficiency and reduce costs
• Support development of new products
and entry into new national markets
• Integrate with multiple learning management systems and customer portals

Why SAP Was Selected
• SAP® application in use at a subsidiary
• Integrated training and event management
functionality
• Integrated view across all customer and
trainee contacts plus overall process view
• Open service-oriented platform that facilitates creation of customer portals
• Multilanguage and multicountry support

Implementation Best Practices
• Clear executive sponsorship
• Use of ASAP methodology for implementation and PRINCE2 for project management
• Experienced business resources as
key users
• Comprehensive knowledge of SAP application among internal resources
• Rapid decision making
• Goal-oriented change management
approach

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• Implemented for 200 new users in less
than 8 months and 15% below budget
• Exploited functionality of external systems
thanks to service-oriented architecture
• Experienced high availability and reliability
• Eliminated 6 legacy applications
• Established a single source of truth for
all reporting

Financial and Strategic Beneﬁts
• Ability to create training packages from
standard products to maximize added value
• Ability to quote tailored propositions and
optimize margins, leading to larger projects
• Increased customer intimacy with
360-degree insight into customer history
• Real-time visibility into customer status for
individual consultants, boosting customer
satisfaction and offer win rate
• Increased customer service levels
• Better management of liquidity and working
capital for growth

Operational Beneﬁts
• Customers with electronic catalogs up
from 10% to 60%
• Improved delivery reliability (% of training
schedule delivered)
• Better resource utilization (class fill rate)
• 100% completion of staff time tracking
• Corrections after period closing down 90%
• Invoices with errors down from 10% to 1.5%
• Significantly increased customer
satisfaction
• Back-office costs as % of revenue
decreasing by 10% year on year
• Nondiscretionary IT costs down 15%

“SAP enables us to tailor our offering to maximize value for each customer and
then to price and deliver this offering at sustainable margins.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Nicole Eggermont, Director, Schouten & Nelissen

The Opportunity

Jaap Stoppels praises SAP’s serviceenablement: “To make it easy for customers
Schouten & Nelissen (S&N) is a leading to consume our training, we wanted to
training and education firm based in
deploy custom portals with catalogs of
Zaltbommel, The Netherlands. Through available courses, facilitating bookings
branded training such as ISBW, ISES,
and presenting up-to-date usage and
and KDI, S&N helps companies improve billing information. SAP’s Web services
employee skills through open and
make this feasible and cost-effective.”
in-company training, coaching, assessment, and research. S&N customers
Since 2006, S&N has expanded its use of
comprise most of the Benelux top 500, SAP software in several phases. The most
and the company is expanding rapidly
recent brought 200 additional users, mostly
in China.
external trainers, live in just 8 months and
15% under budget. S&N attributes this
S&N saw a major opportunity in two key success to its deep knowledge of SAP
trends: the evolution of learning beyond best practices and the commitment of line
the classroom to multiple media and the management, ensuring that S&N’s best
increasing tendency of multinational
business experts were engaged and deciorganizations to outsource human
sions were insightful and quick. S&N uses
resource management. S&N had the
goal-oriented change management to get
critical mass and experience to seize
the benefits of new processes. Stoppels
the opportunity but needed a shared
notes, “Consistent time tracking is crucial
platform to deliver both proprietary and to improve our added value and efficiency,
third-party content and online training
but we knew that achieving this would
to trainers and trainees worldwide.
require behavioral changes from trainers
The platform also needed to facilitate
and consultants. So we focused on creatcommon processes and automate
ing the right incentives, making the process
collaboration with customers, trainers,
easy, and having management communiand facility providers.
cate and follow up on adoption.”

Goal-Driven Change

Intimacy and Efficiency

S&N chose an SAP® Business All-in-One
solution for all sales and back-office
processes. Besides specific functionality
for training and event management,
the solution had the integration and
openness to become the single source
of truth for all customer interactions:
from inquiries to quotes and from
booking to training delivery, evaluation,
and invoicing. S&N operations director

The platform has reinforced S&N’s key
differentiator: customer intimacy. Each
customer contact is captured, and the
feedback and evaluation scores are
systematically analyzed. S&N uses this
insight into its added value to bundle
standard products into unique propositions per customer to maximize the
customer’s return on training investment.
Accurate cost data and an improved

pricing and quotation process ensure
that margins on tailored offerings are
economically viable. S&N’s customers
appreciate this – over 80% are satisfied
or very satisfied with the quotations
received.
The 360-degree customer view has
improved customer service effectiveness and is now available to trainers
and consultants in the field, helping
them generate new business and
respond quickly to issues. Despite a
softening of the market, better planning
has helped maintain delivery reliability
of scheduled courses as well as
trainer utilization.
The improved integration with customers
and suppliers is paying dividends in
reducing manual work and error rates.
“We have been able to increase backoffice efficiency by 10% year on year
and I see this continuing,” says Stoppels.
“We can also plan our cash flows and
manage our liquidity and working capital
needs better. This is crucial for a private
company with growth ambitions.”
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